
Installation Instructions & Warranty Information
D570 ~ 1970-81 Pontiac Firebird 326-455

NOTE: Some Pontiac Cylinder Heads Do Not have provisions for 
the front and rear exhaust bolts. You must drill and tap these holes 

for your Doug’s Headers to properly seal.

REV. 5 5-9-22 DSL

1970-74 Models

1975-81 Models



DISASSEMBLY

1. Unbolt the headpipes from the factory manifolds and move the exhaust out of the way.
2. Remove the spark plug wires and spark plugs. Remove the manifolds from the motor. 
3. Remove the Oil Filter and Housing, the Transmission/Key interlocking device, the Starter,  
 Reverse Lock Out Rod, and Clutch Linkage and Cross Shaft.
4. If equipped with Air Conditioning, loosen the bracket, and slide the compressor out of the way.
5. Clean the cylinder heads of any leftover gasket material or built up carbon.
6. On 79-81cars you need to remove the brace from the lower control arm to the chassis.



INSTALLATION

1. From below work the driver’s side head up into position.
2. With the gasket in place, use the supplied header bolts and lockwashers and bolt the header  
 to the cylinder head. Tighten evenly working from the center out.
3. Reinstall the starter, clutch linkage and cross shaft. Replace the Reverse lock out rod, on 79  
	 and	later	models	this	will	need	to	be	modified	as	shown	in	Illustration	1.
4. On 79 and later models you may have to bend the brace the lower control arm brace that you  
 removed earlier in order for it to clear the header.
5. Starting from below, slide the Passenger side header into position.        
6. Slip the gasket between the header and the head and start all of the supplied header bolts  
 and special lock washers starting with the 4th one from the front as it has restricted clearance.  
 Do NOT tighten.
7.	 With	the	header	loose,	install	the	oil	filter	housing	and	the	oil	filter.
8. Tighten the header bolts starting with the 4th bolt, drawing the header up to the head and then  
 tightening the remainder of the bolts.
9. In order to retain the Hot Air to the carburetor, modify the heat stove as shown in Illustration 3.
10. Install the supplied reducers using the gaskets and hardware.
11. Cut the headpipes to match the reducers if the original exhaust is to be used.
12. Reinstall the sparkplugs and plug wires.
13. Connect the negative battery cable.

Illustration 1            Illustration 2   
        Illustration 3



PARTS LIST:
1   Left Side Header    1 Right Side Header
2   Header Gaskets    2 Reducers
2   Collector Gaskets    12 3/8-16 X 1”, Header Bolts
6   3/8-16 X 1 1/4” Collector Bolts  6 3/8-16 Hex Nuts
18  3/8” Internal Lock Washers  1 Oil Filter Mount Gasket
2   Doug’s Stickers


